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Thank you for giving me yet another opportunity to shop needlework for you. It is
always a very special time. Deciding where to begin this morning to show you what

WOW! factor, as we did
October Samplers of the Month:

was there is difficult . . . so let's begin with the
after Nashville . . . and that leads me to our

Erica Michaels' "We are Blessed," a Prayer for Thanksgiving, was, in a word, stunning!!!!!! The sentiment is beautiful, and most
appropriate for our times, I think, but the completed needlework was breathtaking. The design is in Linda's Petites Collection, packaged
with 40c silk gauze. Now, please don't say "No way" until you've actually tried it. It's really not as difficult as your mindset may have
you believe. BUT if you really don't want to try 40c, we also have 32c and we will be happy to substitute for you. However, be aware
that you will have to stitch with 2-ply in your needle and, of course, will require twice the amount of thread ~ and more time taken up
with plying. The beauty of 40c (we also have 48c if you wish) is that it is done with a half stitch (not to be confused with a half cross),
either the continental (for the motifs and words) and the basketweave stitch for the background. We will again be offering a class in
stitching on silk gauze ~ schedule to be announced next week.
This design is obviously stitched with overdyed cotton floss, and Linda used Crescent Colours, Gentle Art, and Weeks Dye Works. Being
an admitted silk snob (it could be worse), and believing that silk thread on silk gauze is a marriage made in heaven, I'm going to try to
find time today to convert these colors to silk. I've already found, I think, the perfect Belle Soie for the background, but didn't have
time yet for the rest.

As one of our October Samplers of the Month, you may save 15% on your purchase of the following during the month:
chart with silk gauze ($20) plus hand-dyed cottons ($25.40) = $45.40 less $6.81 = $38.59
chart with silk gauze ($20) plus overdyed silks ??? ~ I'm sorry, no price for these yet until it's been done
The chartpack includes very clear instructions on mounting your silk gauze on a piece of muslin for mounting in a hoop. As Linda explains,
you will want to keep your stitching fairly taut while working. However, if you'd prefer to have your gauze mounted on mat board, Sandy
will be happy to do that for you. The labor charge for this service is not discountable. An average charge for this service is $15 but
varies some depending on the size.

Another

WOW!

came when I actually saw this one in person. Kathy/Carriage House Samplings' "Christmas at Hawk Run

Hollow" is a show stopper for sure! And as with all needlework, it is much more beautiful in person.

This was announced several weeks ago in our St. Charles Preview eNewsletter, but here again are the savings as one of our October
Samplers of the Month. Save
15% during October on the following ~ the undiscounted prices are shown in parentheses:
chart ($36) + linen (40c cut with 2-inch margins, $31 OR, for Vintage Autumn Gold, which is a double-dyed fabric, which means it
is dyed twice, is a bit more expensive ($42 for the same cut). On 40c you do NOT need to order a special cut; a stitcher's
quarter will be perfect! And if you prefer the Standard Examplar used in the model, that is usually a special-order item with
The Attic, but we will have some on hand especially for this sampler.
chart ($36) + a minimum of six silks of your choice. I recognize that many of us have silk stash and some of you may not wish to
purchase a whole set of either. However, if you do, there are 60 NPI's used ($240) + Thread Gatherer's Mint Frost ($7), which
I understand is used for the snow ~ and for the conversion that I did block by block for my Belle Soie addiction, I have used 44
colors ($286), which includes a substitute for the Mint Frost.

October Attic Addict Discounts

If you're a member of our Attic Addicts Club, during October you will save 15% on your purchase of the following at any time during the
month:
Designs from Carriage House Samplings and Erica Michaels , including all of the new ones
Hand-dyed linens from Weeks, Colorscapes & Zweigart

Happy Haunting Threadwinders from Liberty Hill (while supplies last)

Don't Forget that St. Charles Market Day . . .

. . . begins at 9 AM tomorrow morning (for Attic Addicts) and an hour later for non-Club members. The covers come off of the
overflowing tables in the classroom and you can be a part of the excitement of seeing (and buying) all that's new in our needlework
world. Well, most of what's new. With luggage limitations, I couldn't bring back everything (some is being shipped), but there's lots to
choose from, so be there or be square!

More from St. Charles . . .

Here are the other new designs from Linda/Erica Michaels, all in her Petites Collection, all stunning done
on silk gauze, included in the chartpack:
"Halloween Bits" ($15) , , , :"Hanukkah Bits" ($15) . . . "Christmas Bits" ($15). . .

. . . "Thanksgiving Bits" ($15) . . . "Kris Kringle Bits" ($15) . . .

. . . and the front and back of "Needle Nut" ($18 w/charm + 30c silk gauze)

And the other two new designs from Kathy/Carriage House Samplings:

"The Curse of the Raven" ($8) . . . and "A Mind Independent & Free" ($18). The frames used for "The Curse of the Raven" as well as
The Good Huswife's "The Raven's Roost" were "re-created" by Kathy and Anne for their similar "Raven" designs ~ Kathy says it was
easy, easy, easy, but if you're like me, I'd rather be stitching than painting frames. The good news is Sharon Crescent's Family Tree
Frames side of her business is exploring the possibility of manufacturing this frame.

Speaking of Frames . . .

. . . if you're wanting to stitch With My Needle's new "Multiplication Table Examplar" on 40c, we're pleased to show you another
framing choice, this one for a more primitive look made by Priscilla's Pocket . Pictured with the frame are three different colors of
Lakeside's 40c Vintage, Buttercream, Sand Dune, and Autumn Gold, all of which work quite nicely with the frame's undertone showing
through the "peeling" paint. When I showed the frame to my woodworker husband, who enjoys dreaming about ornamental turnings, his
comment was "It's supposed to look like that?" Primitive isn't for everyone. The frame opening for the 40c is approximately 6.25 x
7.25 and is a special-order item ($68).

A Peek Inside . . .

. . . the St. Charlies suite occupied by Lisa/The Primitive Needle. Lisa has been very inspired and very busy!

The tall piece in the photograph, shown by itself on the right, is "Witches Hollow" ($20) . . . and . . .

. . . "The

Witching Hour" and "Retro Halloween" (both $10) and my favorite, "Let Your Life Speak" ($15) . . .

. . . and "Tombstone Spots" ($15) and "God Bless Everyone" ($10) . . .

. . . and "Crescent Angel" ($10) . . . and some of her darling freebies. The witch on the left is this year's design, the one on the right is
last year's, and the one in the middle??? I'm not sure about that one.

And Another Peek Inside . . .

. . . the suite of Tina and Teri (aka Shepherd's Bush) . . .

Much of what was new is being shipped because they ran out, some not even one remained to bring home to take orders, but we should
have them very soon. We were able to bring back the wonderful "Holly and Ivy" sampler, which is not new to many of you ~ because it

was Tina and Teri's teaching piece at last year's Sampler Symposium. Here is Rhonda's version, stitched on 40c. I took it in the
morning's sunlight streaming through the window several hours ago, and thus the shadow cast by the charm in the upper right and the
button further to the left on the upper vine. Isn't it lovely? And it finishes with words from a favorite Christmas Carol. The complete
kit is $40.

The Prairie Moon Ladies . . .

. . have also had an inspired and prolific few months since last we met. So many adorable things. First,
Halloween and Christmas Key Chains ($16) . . . but we thought they'd make fabulous floss rings as well, so
we've tucked inside each package a color-coordinated thread ring. Quick and easy gifts to stitch.
.

Each package includes the charted design, perforated paper, the chain, one of three designs painted on wood, and now a floss ring.

If you choose to use them as a key chain, that's perfect. "The witch is in" were all gone by the time we got to their suite, but they are
being shipped this week.
We also brought home only one of each of the sewing boxes, "The Spider Web Box" and the "Pumpkin Box" ($30 ),

packaged in an
orange Halloween bag with chart for stitching the cover design. The insides of the boxes were very
uniquely finished by the Prairie Moon finisher.

Their newfangled fabulous fobs again come fitted with delightful dangles. The Halloween version was out of stock and is being shipped,
but the Snowflake and Snowman are here ($20). The red Santa scissors, as far as I have been able to determine, are no longer available,
but we do have gold Santa scissors ($20).

And last but not least, "The Crypt Club" ~ it's not a stitching club to join but, rather, an eerie night club with tables and chairs made
from skeleton parts, with skeleton patrons elegantly dressed . . . well, except for the "bug" skirt. Yikes! I hate bugs! Anyway, "The
Crypt Club" and "Merry Xmas" are both stitched on 32c Thunderstorm by Zweigart, and it is on order. AND they are stitched in Belle
Soie! For you, Rhonda, and for others of similar taste, we will find the pefect 40c linen for your "Crypt Club."

Well, I have really hardly begun, but my time is up for today. We have mail orders to process for market
pre-orders ~ and the displays to ready for tomorrow, so the rest (and there's lots more good stuff yet to
be shown) will have to wait for next time.

Before running off to St. Charles, we did get to watch our Hannah in a "practice meet" with her gymnastics group. Oh, when did that
little girl grow up? Where has the time gone?

And with that, the words of a familiar poem come to mind:
“. . . The woods are lovely, dark and deep
But I have promises to keep
And miles to go before I sleep
And miles to go before I sleep.”
…….. Robert Frost “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening”
We hope to see many of you tomorrow.
Jean Lea
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